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ABSTRACT
In the view of production of the energy with the aspect of healthy, confidential, sustainable and
profitable; severity of the nuclear energy directly realized rather than alternative energies. There
are a lot of studies holds on the purpose of preferring to use pure energy resources rather fossil
resources of patrol to satisfy the energy demand. Hydrogen usage at the transportation, heating
and energy applications should prefer than fossil fuels. Also production of the hydrogen from a
nuclear power resource by the cost-effective way is important to the project of a clean world.
Türkiye should also benefit from that energy among 30 countries in the world take its advantages.
On the other hand putting on the agenda of bad experiences at the nuclear energy applications,
technical problems, which are possible for all another applications, should not be barrier
improvements at that area. We can not warm up in the Türkiye! We have not got enough money.
We feel cold... Human being misses to be accustomed life standards. For this reason keeping
away from nuclear energy's opportunity looks like keeping away from civilization. That is
accepting live in dark ages. This energy's safety usage requires education and technology
Production of this energy brings potential and strategic power to the country. Power should
produced and used if it is controlled. First controlling way is having well educated brains,
scientific methodology and technology that is satisfy this control. After that producing energy
appropriate process with control. Passing to the charcoal from wood heating from charcoal to
patrol and stop there, is likely a case as failing as at the civilization class. Countries could become
civilized as they worked and deserved. Türkiye is in a geopolitical and geostrategical geography
between the Balkans and Middle East. She's also a bridge between Europe and Asia regarding
exchange of cultures, civilization and industrialization. As an important developing country in the
region Türkiye needs sustainable energy for her development. Nuclear energy facilities can only
meet the requirements of Turkish growing rate in industrial field. When making strategic
decisions for country's current situation and future, some main topics, as importance of necessity
for energy and power, more time, work, education, money and organization are essential to
decide. As a result the underlined factors will be improved as functional of function of functions.
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